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QUESTION 1

Which Data Type is best for storing whole numbers in a table, especially when there are database size limitations? 

A. BLOB 

B. Integer 

C. Decimal 

D. Code 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

A CASE statement is used to: 

A. Compare one value to many others at once. 

B. Create an event trigger. 

C. Change text or code values to all upper case. 

D. Collect dissimilar conditions. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 3

You are designing a report that is going to be run while other users are inserting records into the same transaction
tables. Using version-based Microsoft Dynamics NAV Server, what do you need to do to the report to make sure that
the data reported will be a consistent snapshot of the data in those transaction tables? 

A. You do not need to do anything. Because of the version-based nature of Microsoft Dynamics NAV Server, all reports
print a consistent snapshot of the data. 

B. You will need to set the TransactionType property of the report to "Snapshot." This way, users who attempt to make
entries will be locked out while the report is printing. 

C. You will need to set the TransactionType property of the report to "Browse." This way, other users\\' entries will not
be taken into account while the report is printing. 

D. There is nothing you can do. The user will just have to tell all the other users not to make any entries while he or she
is printing this report. 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 4

Assuming that the EXIT command is the last line of a trigger, which of the following is not a valid C/AL command? 

A. EXIT; 

B. EXIT= True; 

C. EXIT(Amount); 

D. EXIT 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

The following are the steps involved in using an automation server from C/SIDE: 

1) Declare all other interfaces (classes). 

2) Use the methods and properties of the automation server in your C/AL code. 

3) Use the C/AL CREATE function. 

4) Declare the top-level interface (class). 

Chose the answer that lists the steps in the proper order of execution. 

A. 2, 4, 1, 3. 

B. 1, 3, 2, 4. 

C. 3, 1, 4, 1. 

D. 3, 2, 1, 4. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

If a Text Variable called "Name" is defined with a length of 30, but the value you have assigned to it is "George
Washington Carver," which of the following functions will return a value of 30? 

A. MAXSTRLEN(Name) 

B. LENGTH(Name) 

C. SIZE(Name) 

D. STRLEN(Name) 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 7

When can you use an expression as an argument when calling a function? 

A. When you pass the expression either by value or by reference. 

B. When the function call is used as a term in an expression. 

C. Only when you pass the expression by reference. 

D. Only when you pass the expression by value. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

Which of the following XMLPort TagName properties selects the field to be mapped to XML data? 

A. SourceField 

B. ReqFilterField 

C. XMLField 

D. FieldName 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

The Microsoft Dynamics NAV Server creates a new database version: 

A. Before it starts generating a report. 

B. When a read transaction is completed. 

C. At scheduled intervals. 

D. When a write transaction is committed. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

What happens if you set the Editable property of a field in a table to "No"? 

A. The field will not be modifiable, whether you use a form or C/AL code. 

B. You will not be able to modify the field using C/AL code, but you can still modify it using a form. 
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C. You will not be able to modify the field using a form, but you can still modify it using C/AL code. 

D. The field will not be able to be used on forms. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

Which of the following is TRUE regarding Event Triggers from Automation Servers in Microsoft Dynamics NAV? 

A. If you delete a global variable to which event triggers are associated, the event triggers and their code will also be
deleted. 

B. C/SIDE cannot receive events from outside components. 

C. If you delete a global variable to which event triggers are associated, the event triggers and their code will be moved
to the LOSTEVENT function. 

D. If you delete a global variable to which event triggers are associated, the event triggers can only be accessed using
the RAISEEVENT command. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

Using standard navigation in Microsoft Dynamics NAV, pick the three options to access the ledger form from a card
form. 

A. Pressing Ctrl+F5, selecting the Ledger Entries menu item, or selecting the Drilldown button on a flowfield. 

B. Pressing Ctrl+F5, selecting the Ledger Entries menu item, or selecting the Lookup button on the tool bar. 

C. Pressing the F5 key, selecting the Ledger Entries menu item, or selecting the Drilldown button on a flowfield. 

D. Pressing the F5 key, selecting the Ledger Entries menu item, or selecting the Lookup button on the tool bar. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

For a report, you have set the LeftMargin Report property to 1000. Before printing the report, the user specifies 15mm
as the left margin in the Page Setup window. What will the left margin be in the printed report? 

A. 5 mm 

B. 25 mm 

C. 10 mm 

D. 15 mm 
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Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 14

A relational operator evaluates to? 

A. A constant value. 

B. A string value. 

C. An expression. 

D. A Boolean value. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 15

Which statement best describes how MenuSuite object changes are stored? 

A. Each change is stored as a complete list of MenuSuite menus and items and replaces the previous level. 

B. Changes are stored as the difference between the previous MenuSuite level and the current one. 

C. Only one MenuSuite level is stored which consists of all menu items. 

D. MenuSuite changes are not stored. 

Correct Answer: B 
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